
Where can I find out
more?

 
We would love you to be
involved in our project.

Find out more, including
FAQ's, future events,

meetings, site visits and
updates on our website:

 
 
 

www.norfolkriverstrust.org
/beavers

Managing beavers

Beavers have now been successfully
fully reintroduced to 27 European

countries, providing us with a wealth of
knowledge of how to co-exist alongside

and manage this species. 

The Glaven 
Beaver Project

 

An exciting conservation project
returning a lost species to

North Norfolk after 600 years.

What's next?
 

Norfolk Rivers Trust have completed
a feasibility study, method statement
and submitted an application for the
project to Natural England. We hope

to release the beavers to the
enclosure later this year.

Managing rivers, naturally
 

Beavers spend much of their time in the water

Beavers build their dams from wood and mud,
helping to slow flows and purify water



Why are we reintroducing
this species?

 
Beavers were once distributed widely

across Norfolk, but were hunted to
extinction for their dense fur and the
valuable oil from their scent glands.
Numerous references to the historic

presence of beavers in Norfolk can be
found, including a Babingley beaver
that reputedly saved St. Felix from

drowning!
 

We now understand the vital
"keystone" role that beavers provide
for our native wildlife by creating a

myriad of habitats that many species,
including amphibians, reptiles,

insects, fish, birds and plants, rely on.
 

Will they damage fish stocks?
 

It is a common misconception that
beavers eat fish. Beavers are actually

herbivores and eat plants in the
warmer months, switching their diet
to woody materials and tree bark in

winter. 
 

The beavers will only have access to
the enclosed area and therefore

won't present any concern for the
wider area.

Where will they be released?

We plan to release a pair of health
checked beavers within a fully secure

fenced 5.6 ha enclosure on private
land in the Upper Glaven. The
enclosure will be installed in

accordance with Natural England
guidelines. Beavers will not be

released into the wider landscape
without a full consultation with the

whole community. 

 The dams that beaver create also
provide other benefits; they hold back
water and recharge aquifers and slow

the river in high flows, reducing
flooding downstream and trapping
nutrient rich sediment. This makes

our fragile chalk rivers more resilient
throughout the year.

www.norfolkriverstrust.org/beavers

Will this impact on my land?

The release site has been carefully
selected to not negatively impact on

any neighbouring or downstream
landowners. Biodiversity architects: in Devon, clumps of frogs

spawn increased by 6500% after beavers were
reintroduced!

A young beaver, known as a kit

www.norfolkriverstrust.org/beavers


